
Chapter 38: city 
In the unpredictable uneasiness, the nursery rhyme finally
ushered in her first day of war. In the morning, she climbed up
to take a shower and put on the uniform. She stood in front of
the mirror and looked at herself for a long time. She still felt
like an unreal feeling.
Carrying up the bag with the keyboard and mouse, the nursery
rhyme picks up the phone and looks at it. It is filled with
“blessings” from friends and family.
This is the younger brother of the nursery rhyme. She does not
call her the “brother” of “sister” for ten years.
This is a friend of this yang.
…this is her mother.
There are also a bunch of friends who play games without
playing games. The game is nothing more than “I know you
have today”. If you don’t play the game, “I don’t understand
the game, but I will watch you well…” The style of painting
on WeChat is still normal.
It’s just a little bit strange on the style of Weibo.
Nursery rhymes: “…”
The nursery rhyme stuffed the phone into the pocket, put on
the jacket, carried the peripheral bag and went downstairs.
At this point everyone gathered almost, Xiaopeng stood in the
porch standing down wearing shoes, saw the nursery rhyme
walked down: “… How many degrees today, you wear a jacket
is such a thing?”
“My mom let me wear it,” the nursery rhyme put down the
peripheral bag and put on his shoes. “I watched the live
broadcast for a while, and saw that I was wearing short sleeves
and madly bombing… Hey, honest brother?”
“The car went to sleep.” The chubby eyeball turned around in
the eyelids. “Put a terrible thing in front of the car: today’s
quick fix.”
The nursery rhyme pumped the lips and drove the car, but the
man who saw the eyes and the tip of the nose were slightly
reddish in the last row of the car and closed his eyes. The day
before yesterday, he said, “The cold on the day of the game is
sure to be good.” Beat his face…
“This **** is almost sick and can still play the game?” The
nursery rhyme turned back and asked Xiao Rui who climbed



the car.
“Even if it is a corpse, as long as it is not cold, I have to bring
it up to the front of the computer.” Xiaorui no expression, “call
him not to take medicine.”
Lu Sicheng seems to have heard their arrogance, lazily picking
up his eyes, and glanced at them with Wang Zhizhi, and
dropped two words: “Shut up.”
Xiaorui: “At the end of the game, there is a media company’s
carnival event to attend, and the match.”
Lu Sicheng frowned and the whole face was hidden in the
shadow: “Don’t go.”
This answer seems to be expected, Xiaorui turned a blind eye
in the direction of Lu Sicheng: If you don’t go, don’t go, who
told you to be one of the bosses, you can count.
Between the words, the players will get on the train and the car
will start to the venue.
……
At the playing field, the keyboard and mouse in the peripheral
bag are handed over to the staff for inspection, and then the
team members go to the make-up room to rest and make up -
“Not going, it’s uncomfortable.”
This is the captain who still refuses to cooperate, but his skin
is good, he grows well, and it doesn’t matter if he doesn’t want
to change it. Not to mention his words are so few that no one
dares to provoke him. Everyone simply goes with him.
The nursery rhyme sat on the chair and put on makeup. After
the painting, it was about ten minutes from the opening
ceremony. She felt that her stomach was a little painful and
went to the toilet. The result was that she didn’t come out. She
suspected that she was nervous to constipation. Doubt to share
with my girlfriend, in exchange for a ruthless ridicule.
During the period, the nursery rhymes played with the mobile
phone all the way from the bathroom to the lounge of zgdx -
Because today is the opening ceremony, all the players of the
lpl team have arrived. Along the way, the nursery rhymes met
a lot of unknown professional players. Everyone looked at her
eyes with curiosity and praise… Of course, there are strange
highs. The sense of superiority is full of watching her as if she
is watching a dish…
However, nursery rhymes don’t care.



After all, see the real chapter on the field, and now they care
about their hair, talk nonsense, just blast.
Not long after the nursery rhymes returned to the lounge, the
opening ceremony began. All the team members of the team
lined up and entered the stadium. The corridors of the
entrances were spread out, with huge mirrors on both sides,
and photographers kneeling in the corridors.咔嚓
Photographing, when the nursery rhyme walked away from the
wilderness, he felt that he was not going to play the game but
to attend the Oscar awards ceremony -
She can only accept the chin slightly, and stand upright… plus
prayers, no one can hear the heartbeat that almost jumps out of
the chest at this moment!
The zgdx and ck teams are the last two teams. The two teams
stand at the two ends of the stage after entering the stadium.
Five computers are placed on the stage in which they are
divided into two halves. The nursery rhymes are standing on
the right. Next to the computer… At this moment, no one
knows that zgdx’s mid-single is head down, faceless, in fact, is
in the heart of madness -
“The cheers are so big”;
“We have more fans or more cks”;
“Is there anyone who calls my name? It doesn’t seem to be”;
“Is there anybody who cites my aid card? It seems that there is
no”;
“I don’t have fans”;
“The big brother who wants to marry me, don’t you call my
name now and expect me to wait for your proposal?”
“Why should I stand here”;
“Tummy, my stomach hurts more”;
“Help, I want to pull shi”;
……
The nursery rhyme bowed his head and played with her
fingers. The host in the ear said that she hadn’t listened to a
bunch of words. Just as she was busy and eager to go to the
medical nervous mania, this time, the chubby next to her
pushed her. One: “What to send, go!”
The nursery rhyme slammed back to God. When he looked up,
he found that the other teams had already gone. There were
only zgdx and ck left on the stage to prepare for the opening



game. At this time, the old cat and the old k had already
walked behind the computer. Sitting down on the seat;
opposite the ck side, Jianyang **** half-hanging eyes look at
this side…
The opening ceremony is over and the opening ceremony is
about to begin.
Nursery rhymes: “…”
Nursery rhymes: “Little fat, it doesn’t matter, I am nervous to
spit out at lunch.”
Xiaopang: “You are really nervous, we haven’t had time to
have lunch today, vomiting a wave?”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
Lu Sicheng stood behind Xiaopeng, probably heard the self-
study and assisted mentally retarded dialogue, looked down at
the nursery rhyme, and then sneered at the corner of his lips -
just because the nose and eyes are red, he The appearance does
not look as harsh as usual.
The nurse gave him a look and turned around and sat down in
his position. In the professional league, most of the positions
where the players are sitting are also fixed. From right to left,
the order is in accordance with the order, the wild, the middle,
the auxiliary, Ardc’s location arrangement, the nursery rhymes
do not know what scientific principles are there in this
arrangement, it may be in order to better coordinate the
position of the coordination…
The nursery rhyme sat down in the middle of chubby and old
k.
The player is in place.
The host exited,
The explanation is in place.
Commentary a:
Commentary b:
Nursery rhymes: “…”
Haven’t seen it before.
Don’t mention me, don’t mention me.
Mom, when you mention me, I feel that there are many people
who come over. Who has a mirror? Didn’t I spend my
makeup? Now, is there any person on the live broadcast
platform barrage? Is the hair not oily? Is the face floating on
the powder?



Sitting behind the computer, it was hard because the face of
the audience sitting underneath was blocked by the computer,
and the virginity who was slightly calmer was nervous. She
took a deep breath and quickly put on the soundproof
headphones. The two commentary voices disappeared. Then,
she heard Lu Sicheng’s hoarse voice in the headphones: “Say
again, today’s quick fix.”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
At this time, this hoarse and somewhat indifferent voice
sounded so friendly.
The nursery rhyme bent down and looked at the man sitting
next to her in a chubby. At this moment, the latter held a cup
of coffee in the chair and stared at the computer screen,
looking calm and calm…
- Compared to the nursery rhymes who jumped up and down
like a monkey in the heart…
The old driver really is the old driver.
The nursery rhymes drummed the drums, forced themselves to
calm down, log in to the game server with a slightly cold
fingertip, and enter their own game id -
At the same time she logs in, the background bgm sounds and
the opening game enters the game’s first ban&pick session!
……
The person who came to power to help them ban&pick today
is Mingshen, and it is also a comfort and explanation for his
fans who are hanging in his heart… At this time, Ming Shen
took a shorthand board and walked behind the nursery rhyme,
and his voice came from his earphones: “Children’s voice I
first banned the big tree that came from good luck. I was
looking at the headache in his hand.”
The nursery rhyme responded by taking the first ban position.
He screamed and quickly found the hero of “Twisted Tree
Spirit” and disabled it.
The nursery rhyme finished a hero to the opposite side. The
first hand directly banned the virginity of Le Fulan. From the
headphones of Yangshen, the nursery rhymes faintly heard the
outside audience seat, and the commentary said something
quickly…but because of the soundproof headphones, Nothing
can be heard clearly.
Next is a series of discussions and research on the lineup. The



Chinese telecom team will ban the “Wandering Mage” and
“Goddess of War” on this side; the ck team will ban
“Apocalypse Kalmar” and “Scarlet Reaper” -
A total of six ban, the two sides excitedly banned the
“Wandering Master”, “Apocalypse”, “Scarlet Reaper” and
“Sui Yi Yao Ji Le Fulan” four single heroes!
The nursery rhyme pumped the lips and said: “What the hell,
the hero pool is not deep enough to dare to play.”
Ming Shen laughed behind her and said: “You will convey this
to me for a while to see the water dispenser in the
background.”
The teammates tweeted in the voice channel, and the
atmosphere was a little more relaxed than before. Lu Sicheng
rarely spoke from beginning to end. He stunned, but
occasionally expressed his opinion in the selection of heroes…
At this time, the opposite side helped the adc butterfly take the
lead. Locked off the source of the plague, this is a mouse-
shaped ad hero, which will be suppressed in the early stage,
but once it develops to the later stage, it is a late hero who is
terrible in team battles.
At present, the ad version is in the early stage as the impact is
very small, the opponent chooses this hand is really smart!
At this time, the old cat looked at him with a relaxed face.
“You are not welcome when you choose a mouse.” I whistled
and selected a single hero, Rambo. This hero can suppress the
team’s ability to fight to a certain extent. Calling the opposite
side for the next choice headache for a while…
People say that the game has actually started from the
ban&pick link.
When the team of the final ck team was formed, the nursery
rhymes had already vaguely seen that they wanted to play the
lineup of the late stage of development. At this time, the
nursery rhymes had already produced their own card masters,
and the whole team only had Lu Sicheng’s last choice hero.
opportunity……
What will he choose?
Ashe? Big mouth? Yzerel?
The nursery rhyme looked over at the man who was in
meditation and suddenly heard him in the headphones: “Help
me get a Jinx.”



Everyone: “…”
Ming Shen: “This, the lineup that is taken across from you,
may you be a little tired when you take Jinx’s late damage?”
Runaway Lori Jinx, this hero is theoretically a former mid-
term hero. The early stage of the long-term high is high. In the
initial group battle, there is much to be done - but because of
the game version several times, this hero has a chance to
appear in the official game. Very few.
Lu Sicheng: “What happened later, said that the speed is
quick, this game has no post.”
The teammates were silent for a while.
Nursery rhyme evaluation: “Overbearing Lu total, Lu
Zongwan Fu Jinan.”
Xiaopang’s face “You are the boss, you can count” to Lu
Sicheng locked Jinx, the game’s banned link is finally over,
the players enter the game loading interface -
“People choose the late heroes, we all choose the big pre-
stage, oh, teammates, you are really inflated.” The old cat
sighed.
“I have a headache,” Lu Sicheng said. “Hurry up and go home
to sleep.”
Nursery rhymes: “Second.”
Old cat: “What about Miss Sister?”
Nursery rhymes: “Stomach pain, want to pull shi.”
Everyone: “…………………………”
Xiaopang: “I think you want to quotation on the game.”
The virginity screamed, and then screamed, I forgot that there
is still this thing!
Old cat: “The backstage staff big brothers heard no, the
material came, and caught off guard, less than thirty seconds
after the start of the summer game.”
Nursery rhyme: “Don’t stop, the background staff big brother
gave me a face, this is still cut off and cut off, give you a
kneeling to worship early!!!!!”
Lu Sicheng raised his hand and adjusted the sound of the
headphones: “Don’t worry, be careful to pull the pants.”
Xiaopang: “A sick cat, a smug, teammates, can you still play
an opening game?”
Nursery rhymes: “……………… I don’t fight, call Lu Yuelai,
I want to go home.”



Lu Sicheng: “It’s late, the thief boat is on.”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
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